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The opinions and views expressed in this Bulletin are not necessarily those of WPSA 

THE GENEROSITY OF WPSA DONORS IS ALWAYS APPRECIATED: 
Our bank details are: Westpac BSB 032691 Account 454437 Name: Wombat 

Protection Society 
 

 

We’re proud to have Author Jackie 

French as our Patron- providing 

support and inspiration to Wombat 

enthusiasts and advocates of all ages. 

Thanks Jackie! 
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A BIG Thank You to the following Supporters of WPSA 
 
  
 

Donations 
 

• Glenn Harvey                                
• Aura Valli   
• Jake Wynan 

• Adrian Palser 
• Gail Williams  
• Niall O'Toole 

• Mark Cheney 

• Mark Hillis 

• Daniela Duviani 
• Matthew Eastlake 

• Anne Jarrett 
• Carol Leslie 

 

Membership- we welcome both new and renewing 
members 

 

• Wendy Morris 

• Zhaoyong Liu 

• Tim & Monique Newson 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Burrows come in all shapes and sizes  
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WPSA’s Mission 

 
 

The Wombat Protection Society of Australia (WPSA) 
is a National Not for Profit Charitable Organisation which was formed 
to raise money to fund projects that provide wombats with immediate 

protection from harm, enhance the quality of life of individuals or 
groups of wombats and to fund projects which develop or maintain 
suitable habitat and/or sanctuaries for wombats. The Society also 

funds and supports research projects which meet these criteria. 
 

The WPSA aims to bring together people involved in wombat 
conservation and protection, maintain a data base of up to date 

research and information about wombats, and serve as a conduit for 
further research. 

 
The Society also educates government departments, the public and 
carers on the care and welfare of wombats and assists people act to 

overcome harm to wombats and their environments. 
The WPSA has presented two very successful National Wombat 

Conferences, the most recent in 2017. 
The WPSA has, since inception, considered mange, caused by the 
parasitic mite sarcoptes scabiei the major health issue impacting 

wombat welfare. The Society, through its’ members and by 
encouraging and supporting research and collaboration in the 

treatment and prevention of mange in both free range wombats and 
wombats in care, has successfully progressed attention and action 

around this issue. 
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Good News 

We have 2 new volunteers helping us out. We would like to introduce and welcome 
Renee Murray. Renee has a background in advertising as a Creative Director and 
Creative Strategist and will be helping to develop a new user-friendly website for 
WPSA. Renee also designed our new Logo. 

Also 
 

Tim Newson. Tim has a background in Community engagement and is helping out 
with grant applications he is also studying law and may be able to assist in this area 
too. Tim and his wife Monique are also wildlife carers. If you think you can help in 
some way give us a call or send us an email. You don’t need to have hands on 
wombat experience just motivation and a passion for the welfare of our wombats.  
Many hands make light work. 
 
 

 

 
 
                                                                 
 

Mange Hub.    A Mange Hub was set up and had its first meeting late 
2017.  There have been several setbacks but is now gaining strength with more 
interest in the plight of mange in our wombats and how it can be treated. These 
include the National Report, Website information pages, Facebook, as well as many 
new groups taking on the treatment of mange. WPSA has organized A National 
Mange Hub Symposium to be held on the 31st August – 1st September 2019 in 
Queanbeyan (ACT). See below Registration Form available on our website. Amanda 
has kindly agreed to MC. 
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Wombat Protection Society of Australia Ltd. 

National Mange Hub Symposium 
The latest on mange research, discussions and interactions. 

Where is mange treatment now and where do we go from here? 

Be part of the conversation 

Speakers: Researchers, Veterinarians and experienced mange treatment volunteers. 

What’s on the agenda 

• Infield treatment. 
• Dose rates/ duration. 
• Data collection/record keeping where observations, treatments and outcomes can be 

recorded.  
• In care joeys. 
• Dispelling myths. 
• When is it too late to treat? 
• How to help stop the spread of mange. 
• Group interaction. 
• Question Panel. 
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University of Western Sydney  
The Society continues to work with UWS to support research.   

1. Supporting research into Nutrition and Mange in Wombats continues. 

2. Working with WomSat to expand the reporting to include mange. This will be 
looked into at the National Mange Symposium.  

3. Working with researches regarding ticks on wombats. 

  

Mange Kits 
Mange kits continue to be assembled and are available on request; As are 
pamphlets and Cydectin. 

  
 

 
Wombat Culling in Victoria 
 
In Australia, wombats are protected wildlife and killing them without a permit is 
illegal. This unfortunately is not the case in Victoria which is the only State which still 
allows this to happen. The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(DELWP) state that native wildlife is protected and should not be harmed in any way 
but then goes on to say, “there are 193 parishes in Victoria and Gippsland where 
wombats are unprotected, meaning farmers can dispose of them without a permit 
from the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)”. 

WPSA is in the process of lobbying against this current outdated DELWP wildlife 
legislation. These parishes are the very places where wombats are found.  This 
legislation was developed in 1975 and although reviewed it has never been 
changed.  
In the early part of the last century through to the 1960’s wombats were hunted to 
the point of extinction in the western part of Victoria. There is no exact data of the 
present wombat population and how it is surviving as their numbers have never been 
accurately surveyed. 
Since 2010 the issuing of permits for culling has steadily increased and is now more 
than doubled this decade. With the increasing incidence of mange, which is a death 
sentence along with roadkill, predator attack, loss of habitat and urban development, 
burrow destruction and climate change our wombats face a very uncertain future. 
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WPSA wants this legislation in Victoria to be abolished. They should be protected as 
is the case in other states. The excessive culling of wombats isn’t justified as no 
research into wombat populations has been undertaken. The culling program far out 
strips any natural increase in wombat numbers. A female wombat doesn’t reach 
mature breeding age until 3 years and is only able to produce one joey every 2 to 3 
years if conditions allow. 
This legislation allowing the culling of wombats has not been researched by DELWP 
and is outdated and perilous for the future of Bare nosed wombats in Victoria. 
 
To date WPSA has been in touch with DELWP who advised to contact local MP. 
Contact was made with relevant persons and correspondence has seen local 
Federal MP Jason Wood show interest in this issue.  Unfortunately, with the recent 
Federal Election everything has come to a standstill and WPSA have once more 
initiated contact with said politician and is now awaiting further contact.    
 
 
Roadkill  (contact from Wildlife Safety Solutions) 
 
Wildlife Safety Solutions aim to protect the wildlife of Australia and enhance the 
safety of drivers with the latest road-kill mitigation technology. 
 
“I've noticed that your website and charity ethos is based around protecting the 
wildlife in Australia, we're hoping that there might be an opportunity to collaborate 
with yourselves on your website.” 
 
If you'd like to find out more about Wildlife Safety Solutions, please visit their website 
www.wildlifesafetysolutions.com.au.” 
 

 
 

 

Wombat Rescue – Canberra https://wombatrescue.com/   

Yolandi Vermaak - As a volunteer Yolandi does a vast amount of work in mange 
treatments in the wild as well as wombat rescues. She also cares for a few orphans 
herself and helps out at other wildlife shelters she knows. Yolandi’s work also 
includes helping to look for burrows where wombats with mange have been sighted 
and where she helps set up burrow flaps and treatments. Another example of the 
great work being done by volunteers. Check out her website to see the amazing 
work she is doing.  

 

 
 

http://www.wildlifesafetysolutions.com.au/
https://wombatrescue.com/
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National Mange Report (Jude O’Sullivan author) 
 

On completion of the report a National Coordination Team has been formed 
which includes: 

• Scott Carver — Senior Lecturer, Wildlife Ecology, University of Tasmania; and Chair, 
Wildlife Disease Association Australasia 

• Jasmin Hufschmid — Senior Lecturer, Wildlife Health, Melbourne Veterinary School, 
University of Melbourne 

• Jude O’Sullivan — Author, National Report: Australia’s Response to Sarcoptic 
Mange in Wombats. 

In addition, Wildlife Health Australia, the coordinating body for wildlife health in 
Australia, will work with us to provide a national perspective and input as required. 

Starting Point 

Based on the mange report’s proposed plan we’ll start working on the following 
topics and keep you posted with periodic updates: 

·        Research agenda — Prepare a list of research priorities comprising topics 
nominated by report participants. 

·        National surveillance — Look into introducing monitoring for wombat 
abundance and mange prevalence in relevant mainland areas. 

·        Cydectin (moxidectin) investigations — Assess the feasibility of establishing 
the pharmacokinetics of topical moxidectin and look at Cydectin dosing. 

·        Other treatment methods — Learn more about methods that wildlife carers 
report as highly successful. 

·        Directory of stakeholders — If widely supported as useful, determine how to 
publish and maintain it. 

·        Central repository of up-to-date information — Determine the best approach.  
In the meantime, the team suggests the following resources for comprehensive 
credible information, including a new publication by Madeleine Rowe:  

        -  Wildlife Health Australia’s information sheet 
(https://www.wildlifehealthaustralia.com.au/Portals/0/Documents/FactSheets/Mamm
als/Sarcoptic%20Mange%20in%20Australian%20Wildlife.pdf) 

https://www.wildlifehealthaustralia.com.au/Portals/0/Documents/FactSheets/Mammals/Sarcoptic%20Mange%20in%20Australian%20Wildlife.pdf
https://www.wildlifehealthaustralia.com.au/Portals/0/Documents/FactSheets/Mammals/Sarcoptic%20Mange%20in%20Australian%20Wildlife.pdf
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        -  Tasmania’s Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment 
website (https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/wildlife-management/fauna-of-
tasmania/mammals/possums-kangaroos-and-wombats/wombat/wombat-mange) 

        -  Madeleine Rowe’s recent literature review of mange treatment in wildlife 
studies globally, as published on 15 March 2019 in Parasites and Vectors (see below)

Rowe_et_al-2019-Par

asites_&_Vectors.pdf
 

Regards,  Jude — on behalf of the team:  Scott Carver, Jasmin Hufschmid, Jude 
O’Sullivan 

WPS will continue to work with the National Coordination Team and other wildlife 
groups to develop a coordinated national approach to mange in wombats.   
 

 

 
Website 
Our website is undergoing a complete makeover. This is being undertaken by our 
new volunteer Renee and should be finished in the next few weeks. It will be easier 
to navigate and to find the articles that are of interest to you. Let us know if there are 
specific things you would like to see added. 
 
Face book  
Facebook followers are continuing to rise. The “Did you Know”? posts are proving to 
be very popular. Check out our new stories, news etc. Don’t forget we are also on 
Twitter with Dave Alder & Julie Old and have established Wombat Wednesday.  
 
                                                                                                          

WIRES Mange Program underway  

The course will be free for WIRES volunteers and available for interested external 
participants for $10. 
 
If your branch is rescuing and caring for wombats and you are keen to get more 
involved in treating mange, please email support@wires.org.au to let us know. 
We will work closely with the branches that are keen to be involved in treating 
wombats, allocating available funds to begin mange treatment where appropriate 
ASAP.  Best Regards, Rachel Scholefield | Volunteer Coordinator 

…………………… 

 

https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/wildlife-management/fauna-of-tasmania/mammals/possums-kangaroos-and-wombats/wombat/wombat-mange
https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/wildlife-management/fauna-of-tasmania/mammals/possums-kangaroos-and-wombats/wombat/wombat-mange
file:///C:/Users/regma/Desktop/WPS%20Bulletin%20drafts/support@wires.org.au
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New Logo 

 
WPSA is now showing off and promoting our new and very eye-catching logo.  
The backward facing joey depicts how a joey sits in mum’s pouch. The new logo was 
designed by Renee one of our new volunteers. I’m sure you will like it as much as we 
do. 
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Correspondence to WPSA          

Thank you   to the many people contacting WPSA in relation to Wombats- we 
endeavour to respond individually or alternatively refer these enquiries to the 
appropriate local Wildlife Organisation. 

• WPSA continues to receive many enquiries regarding wombats with mange 
and how-to teat them. 

• Enquiries regarding the availability of mange treatment kits is also high on the 
agenda. 

• There are always the problem wombats that want to set up home under 
people’s houses or public buildings and how we can deter them. 

• The ongoing wombat deaths on our roads is another concern. It is especially 
evident  this time of the year with the longer nights. 

• WPSA was contacted with concern regarding the proposed aerial drop of the 
poison 1080 by the Department of Lands. This toxin targets every animal it 
encounters including wombats. (this was looked into by Julie Old) 

Responses are given by the WPSA team to each query- 
Thanks Team!! 

Mange Research Western Sydney University supervised by Associate 
Professor Julie Old   J.Old@westernsydney.edu.au 

I am writing to request volunteers to be interviewed for a survey on sarcoptic mange 
treatment in collaboration and sponsored by WPSA. Whilst still in the development 
phase, we would like to ask wombat carers if they would like any specific questions 
to be included in the survey. 

For anyone interested in being involved, or wanting their questions included in the 
survey, they can either be emailed to me or Candice Skelton (CC’d on this email). 
Once the survey questions are finalised, we will apply for human ethics and start the 
formal process 

In addition to the survey we are developing in collaboration with the WPSA, I would 
like to ask if anyone has any feedback, they would like to include to improve 
WomSAT. In particular, I would like to ask wombat carers if they have ideas about 
how WomSAT can further the conservation of wombats, and support wombat carers. 
Please drop me an email and let me know. 

As always thank you for your continued support.   Kind regards, Julie 

mailto:J.Old@westernsydney.edu.au
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7:30 Report 
The Wisdom Wombat Refuge operated by one of our Directors Lyn Obern aired on the 7.30 
ABC Report.  A whole day was spent filming showing the fantastic work that Lyn and her 
husband do rehabilitating wildlife, especially wombats. Check out the link below. 
 
https://www.facebook.com/571257029713592/posts/1183198375186118?s=608686594&sfns=mo 
 

 
 

 
 
 

       
 

 

 
           

Little Allie who starred in the 7.30 Report  

https://www.facebook.com/571257029713592/posts/1183198375186118?s=608686594&sfns=mo
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Grant Application  

An application for a $20,000 grant has been submitted to Australian Ethical Grants 
for mange supplies and education equipment. 

Above: Suzie who was soft released at the end of the Report. 

A soft release means the wombat is monitored and given support feeding for a 
period of time after release. This usually takes place on a property where the 
landowners are keen to be involved. The site is checked for suitability and a 

burrow is found and monitored to make sure it is vacant. Soft releasing makes it 
easier for hand reared wombats to adjust to life in the wild. This can be a very 

rewarding experience for landowners with little involvement needed. 
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S.A. Wombats in Need of Help 
We have had an enquiry from Courtney a final year University student from South 
Australia, heading into her honour’s year.  

Wombats are Courtney’s passion; she has been studying and working with wombats 
in South Aust. for 4 years. She has worked alongside Wombat Rescue organisations 
and with Flinders University to study and help the Southern Hairy Nosed wombats in 
S.A. 

She is now working independently and is keen to attend our National Mange Hub 
Symposium where she hopes to learn more about treating mange in wombats. She 
would like to set up a mange treatment program in S.A. to treat wombats in the wild, 
as to date this hasn’t been undertaken.  Courtney is currently trying to find the 
appropriate method of legalities needed to treat in the wild. Once more different 
states have different wildlife laws. The Department of Environment have suggested 
she apply for an Ethics Permit. This can be a very lengthy process as was the case 
in Victoria.  

Courtney is looking to WPSA for advice and support.  The wombats in S.A. are 
suffering tremendously with mange as well as starving due to the degradation of their 
environment. 

                    
 
 
Check out the link below: If you are concerned about wildlife being hit and 
killed on our roads this may be of interest to you. It’s a "SLOW DOWN!" car decal to 
support wildlife rescue.   
 
https://www.facebook.com/571257029713592/posts/1179933775512578?s=608686594&sfns=mo 

 

https://www.facebook.com/571257029713592/posts/1179933775512578?s=608686594&sfns=mo
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Editors reflections 
As I sit working on the next WPSA Bulletin there are fires raging in the Bunyip State Park 
here in Victoria.  The Park that I felt for many years was part of my back yard.  

My husband and I lived on the edge of the Bunyip State Park for 25 years and this is where 
many of our hand raised wombats were released.  I’m fearful for them but hope they have 
the sense to stay underground until the fire has passed.  Of course, this will just be the start 
of months of struggle. First, the trauma as they emerge to find everything has changed. 
Food will be scarce not just for wombats but for all things living in the forest. Some will be hit 
on the roads as they travel further to forage for food and water.            

I’ve also just heard very dear friends have not been spared the ferocity of the fire storm.  
They have survived with their lives and managed to save most of the wildlife they had in 
care, bringing them into their house.  They had the foresight to build a fire-resistant house 
set in the side of a hill. Unfortunately, the bush around them has been destroyed along with 
all their enclosures and outside buildings.    

It is now a week later, and the fires are still burning, they aren’t in the news anymore as lives 
and property are no longer at risk.  I still feel unsettled and anxious as I worry about the 
wombats that have made this part of the forest their home and all the other wildlife that are 
still under threat from this same fire which is expected to burn for weeks if not months.   

It is still too early to be able to check our release sights and see if there is any sign of life, so 
we just have to hope and pray they have survived and are coping.   

 

 

This is our beautiful wombat Bridie and her joey 5 years after she 
was released.  
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It has now been 8 weeks since the fires swept through and we have only just been able to 
get into the area that we released our wombats.  There is no vehicle access so we have to 
walk in. 

It’s hot as we set off up the dirt track not knowing what we will find.  It looks unwelcoming but 
maybe by some sort of miracle the area where “Bridie” was released may have been spared.  
As we walk on it becomes more and more evident that the fires have been particularly hot in 
this area.  Leaves have fallen and there is the odd blade of sword grass pushing through the 
scorched ground but there isn’t any sign of life. No scats, scratches in the soil, bird calls, 
everything is like a moon scape. Our worst fears have been realized.   

We can only hope that as it had been a hot dry summer, maybe, Bridie had moved out of the 
area and has somehow survived.   

In the next few months when things start to regrow we will set up a camera once more in the 
hope of seeing our beautiful wombat “Bridie” and some of the others that called this home.   

  

Again, in June 2018, a chance sighting when we were checking out a new release 
site. This was10 years after her release and 3 years since we had last seen her.  

All photos taken at same location. 
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Same location 8 weeks after the fires. No sign of any life. We called this the 
‘cave’ burrow as it was so big with a huge mound of soil in front.  

View from the top of the rise overlooking the Bunyip State Park. 
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DID YOU KNOW … a wombat with mange is more likely to spread mange after it has 
died?  

The mange mite is quite happy living on the wombat until the wombat dies and then it has to 
find a new host to survive. These mites are able to survive on the carcass for a period of 
time after the wombat has died and this is when mange is likely to spread. 

Many people believe mange is spread in the wombat’s burrow, but this is only one of the 
ways.   

Wombats sick with mange are not behaving like healthy wombats and many do not return to 
their burrow in case they encounter an aggressive wombat that doesn’t want to share. They 
are often found above ground in or under sheds or in a paddock. 

If the mange ridden carcass is left lying in the open or thrown down a gully or in a ditch, the 
next unsuspecting animal that comes along will most certainly be infested with mange.  This 
could be another wombat, a farm dog or fox and so the mange cycle continues. 

To stop the spread of mange the infested carcass needs to be disposed of properly. It can 
be buried deeply (lime will help with the decomposition), burnt or sealed in a thick plastic 
bag (marked wildlife) and taken to the vet for disposal (check with your vet first). 

Sometimes a wombat may be too severely infected with mange to be treated.  It may be 
covered with open infected wounds, flyblown, emaciated and dehydrated. Or, it may be living 
in an area where there is no access for a volunteer to treat the wombat. 

In cases like this it is better to euthanize the wombat to stop the prolonged suffering.  

If you are a wildlife rescuer, park ranger or farmer and are required to euthanize a wombat 
with mange, make sure the carcass is disposed of properly. This is the only way to reduce 
the spread of mange.  

…………………. 
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Cydectin  
Pour-on for cattle and Red deer 

This is the only product that has been approved by the Australian 
Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) to treat 

wombats with mange. 

 
Cydectin has a Moxidectin base (very safe) 

 

Other products like Ivermectin (Avermectin base) are stored in the body 
differently to Cydectiin and may not be as safe to use.  
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Mange Treatment Licence and Complications  

 
 
WPSA holds the sub-licence via Australian Pesticides and 
Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) to treat mange affected 
wombats in the wild. This means any of our members in any State 
can be authorised under the Society’s licence. 
 
 

WARNING 
 
 

One of the Licencing conditions of APVMA includes placing suitable 
signage on properties especially in public places where a wombat is 

being treated (see below for an example). This clearly states the wombat 
is being treated and may also assist in public education and may inspire 

others to become involved. 

 
  
Unfortunately, wombats under treatment may appear worse around 6-8weeks into 
treatment due to scabs falling off and will possibly have superficial wounds with 
minor bleeding. This is temporary, so communicating that this individual is being 
treated should be sufficient to allay any concerns and avoid inadvertent shooting of 
wombats under treatment.   
 
   
This should avoid wombats being shot while under 
treatment.  
 
  

 

The sign should be modified with the name of the applicable Wildlife Group providing 
the treatment. The sign must also include the members name and the Wildlife 
Group’s contact phone number. 

……………………….. 
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Treating Mange in Wombats      www.wombatprotection.org.au 

A wombat with mange lives in this area. 
The wombat is being treated by volunteers using a treatment that is 
applied to its skin via a burrow flap device (APVMA Permit 82844). 

If you see this wombat please stay away from it. 

WARNING: Do not touch or interfere with the burrow device. 

The burrow device contains: Cydectin Pour On  

Containing 5g/L Mooxidectin as the active an 150g/L Hydrocarbon liquid 
solvent. 

First Aid Directions:  If poisoning occurs, call a doctor or Poisons 
Information Centre.  Phone: 131126 

Safety Directions: 

Poisonous if swallowed. Will irritate eyes and skin. Avoid contact with 
eyes and skin. Wash hands after use. Do not inhale.  May irritate the 
nose and throat. 

 

For more information contact: 

Name: ______________________Group: _______________________ 

Phone:______________________ 
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Gallery Some of the stars of Face book 
  
 

                        
 

 
        
 

                 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Sooty rescued after the fires 

George a few weeks later George sick & malnourished  

Sooty safe & secure enjoying a bottle   


